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::::>  - ..... Foreword  Bonino  by  Emma 
Commissioner in 
of  humanitarian 
Too often, when political 
rationale fails to defuse a crtsls 
and conflfcts break out, 
humanitarian aid remains the 
most tangible way through 
which solidarity and concern 
can be expressed for the 
victims of disaster. 
The European Communoty 
Humanotarian Office (ECHO) 
was set up in 1992 to reach 
out to victims of all disasters, 
whether natural or manmade 
In 1994,  ots second full year of 
operations, ECHO's biggest 
challenge was the crisis that 
exploded In Rwanda. While 
humanitarian aid cannot be a 
substitute for political solu-
t•ons, In Rwanda or elsewhere, 
it os an essential component of 
the European Union's multllat· 
er  al response, and 11 will 
continue to be so. 
Over the year, ECHO mounted 
massive operations not only 
for those fleeing violence In 
Rwanda, but also in the for-
mer Yugoslavoa, the former 
Sovoet  Union and elsewhere 
Aid amounted to 760  million 
European Currency Units (ecus), 
against ECU  605  million In 
1993. It reached people in 
need in 63 countr~es on four 
contments. Most of thos ao d 
reached those who needed 11 
via non-governmental orga· 
nisations and Uno ted Nations 
agencies, many of  whKh have 
a Framework Partnershop 
Agreement with ECHO. 
Mission in the field 
Soon after taking office I went 
on a field mission to ex· 
Yugoslavia and to Rwanda and 
Burundi to assess the situation, 
while at the same tome reassu-
ring the affected populations 
of  our continumg cone em It 
was also an opportunity to 
appreciate at first hand the 
valuable humanitarian actions 
that hundreds of European 
and local aid workers or NGOs. 
charge 
aid 
financed by the European 
Union, are carryong out In 
these crisis areas 
There has been a dramatic rise 
in the number of man-made 
crises the world has had to 
face. This has made It essential 
to boost resources devoted to 
humanitarian aid and over the 
past four years. EU aid has in· 
creased sevenfold. Continuous 
and open-ended growth in 
funding for humanitarian aid 
is neither a realistic nor a satis-
factory strategy. There is no ac-
ceptable alternative to preven-
tive strategy. 
Though the European Union 
has become the biggest 
donor of aid in the world, 
few of its citizens are aware 
of its involvement in hu-
manitarian assistance. 
A Eurobarometer turvey car-
ried out at the end of 1994 
found that people thought 
the European Unoon should do 
more on  the loeld of humani-
taroan aid  It should also do 
more to tell the public what it 
is doing However. as long as 
we operate mainly through 
our partners, this is a task that 
must be assumed by both the 
financier and the operator. On 
my part, In the coming year, I 
would like the little known 
Samarotan, whkh os the 
european Union. to have 
the publiC profole ot deserves. 
We owe It to the european 
citizen in whose name we 
operate. 
IV\ 
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Direct or's re:Qort 
GO me  b y 
Another year of human tragedy, 
at times reaching proportions 
of genocide in Rwanda. Once 
again the European 
Union was there on an even 
larger scale through the UN 
relief organisations and 
through a host of large and 
small European non· 
governmental organisations. 
Perhaps more significant 
than the escalating 
humanitarian aid figures, is 
the number of millions of 
victims that the European 
Union reached in one form 
or another during the past 
year from Cuba to 
Cambodia, from Caucasus 
to Angola and from 
ex· Yugoslavia to Southern 
Sudan, a total of  63 
countries in the w orld. 
Whereas in the previous years 
Bosnia dominated our attention, 
in 1994 the African, Caribbean 
and Pacific countries (ACP) 
Santiago 
were the eye of the storm 
with Rwanda and Haiti taking 
a large share of the aid. Our 
sources of finance were the 
European Community 
budget to a total of ECU  501 
million including a reserve 
of ECU  233 million and the 
European Development Fund 
under the lome IV Convention 
which contributed to ECU  263 
million. 
In the distribution of aid 
through our partners, the UN 
relief agencies accounted for 
40.9 per cent of the total and 
the European non· 
governmental organisations 
for 41.9  per cent. The rest 
was administered either though 
the European Community Task 
Force in ex-Yugoslvia or 
through Member State 
governments. 
We have continued to bring 
more NGOs which have a well 
established record in the field 
into  our network through 
Framework Partnership 
Agreements. The total number 
to date is over 150. At the 
same time we have been 
studying with these partroers, 
in the light of a year's 
experience of the system, 
improvements in the processing 
of aid proposals e.g.  providing 
flexibility within the budget. 
speedier payment. closer 
consultation. The objective 
here is not only to simplify 
procedures and speed up the 
operations but also to establish 
a true working partnership 
with the NGOs leading to 
better coordination in the 
field. 
Also a much closer wroking 
relationship would have to be 
established between the 
ECHO/NGO network and the 
Member States aid operating 
agencies,  in order to develop 
common strategies for 
different types of emergencies. 
z-Reino 
During the past two years. 
ECHO has laid the 
administrative and operational 
groundwork to cope reasonably 
efficiently with the 
humanitarian emergencies 
before us. But we still have 
some way to go. 
We need to develop a 
more active and consistent 
programme of preventive 
action as part of the 
"humanitarian continuum'", 
if we are not to get totally 
drained by disaster relief. 
Once again, this is a task that 
has to be undertaken in close 
liaison with international 
agencies and the Member 
States as part of an integrated 
approach to humanitarian 
situations. These are then 
some of the key decisions 
before us in the coming year. fJ\ 
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The European Community 
Humanitarian Office (ECHO) is 
a servoce of the European 
Commossion, under the direct 
responsibility of  Commissioner 
Emma Bonino. 
The Office has the task 
of managing humanitarian 
aid to all non-European 
countri~s 
ECHO offers Its assistance to 
victims of natural disasters or 
man-made crises. Through 
ECHO's partners • United 
Nations agencies, International 
organisations and non-
governmental organosatoons 
(NGOs) ·, aod  os channelled 
ompartially straight to the 
victims, regardless of race, 
religion or polnical beliefs. 
ECHO's mandate from the 
Commission covers the 
following specific areas : 
• General humanitarian aid. 
usually for those affected by 
long-running civil wars 
• Emergency humanitarian aid 
financing crisis management 
for victims of natural 
catastrophes or civil wars 
• Emergency food aid, sent to 
people threatened by famine 
following natural catastrophes 
or covll wars 
• Aid for refugees or  displaced 
people os earmarked for those 
who need ot, both In the 
country or regoon that hosts 
them. or to help them resettle 
when they go back home 
• Disaster preparedness. 
covenng early warning systems 
and the financing of  disaster 
prevention In high·risk 
countries. 
Publicizing EU 
humanitarian 
action 
One of  ECHO's tasks Is to  bring 
the EU's humanotarian activoties 
to  the attentoon of the general 
public. Eurobarometer opinion 
polls on humanitarian aid 
show that many European 
citizens want to know what 
the Union is doing. Europeans 
have a right to know where 
their money goes. 
ECHO produces several 
publications . this annual 
report. a quarterly newsletter 
(ECHO News), regional 
fact-sheets on specoflc 
emergencoes (ECHO files) and 
a range of brochures and 
folders on spedfoc aspects 
of humanotarian aod. 
Partners 
ECHO also depends on its 
partners to publicize Its 
activities. Clear rules on this 
are laid down in the Framework 
Partnership Contract. ECHO 
produces audoovisual material 
and publocat10ns on conJunctoon 
woth relief organozatoons' 
public relations departments, 
for example with the Red Cross 
Member States 
The Member States also play a 
role in publicizing the EU's 
humanitarian dimension. 
Events such as exhibitions and 
concerts have been held In 
Madrid, Berlin and Zagreb 
with eminent Europeans as 
patrons. To mark the German 
Presidency of the European 
Council, a 'Humanitarian Day• 
was organized. -
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9 ECHO has been constantly 
grappling with major crises 
since Its establishment two 
years ago. This year ECHO 
had to contend with the 
unfolding of the Rwandan 
tragedy, a major 
humanitarian crisis of great 
complexity that brought 
suffering to millions of 
people. 
The  tragedy 
i s  sparked 
off 
The tragedy was sparked off 
by the deaths of the presidents 
of Rwanda and Burundi, who 
were killed when the aircraft 
in which they were travelling 
was shot down over 
Kigali airport on April 6. 1994. 
This was the signal for a wave 
of violence throughout the 
country. Men, women and chil-
dren. mostly Tuts1, were hunt-
ed down and killed, often bru-
tally hacked to p1eces with ma-
chetes. Foreign nationals were 
evacuated fast as the country 
plunged Into a blood bath. 
In July, the Rwandan Patrootic 
From (RPF) captured Kigali 
and took power In a country 
that had been pillaged and 
emptied of its Inhabitants. 
Exodus  in 
two  dramatic 
waves 
The  flight  to 
Tanzania 
Fleeing the advance of the 
RPF, thousands abandoned 
their homes and villages at 
the end of April. Entore families 
headed for Tanzania  W1th1n 
hours of the exodus starting. 
a human ttde poured through 
border post at Rusumo Falls. 
abandoned by Rwandan 
border guards. The United 
Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) 
coordlna tors on the spot 
realized that they were going 
to have to deal with a least a 
quarter of a million refugees. 
The Tanzanian authorities 
immediately designated an 
isolated site called Bcnaco to 
serve as a refugee camp. 
Within a day Benaco became 
the second largest town 1n 
Tanzania. ECHO swiftly 
responded to the UNHCR's 
call for aid and two weeks 
later this once Isolated spot 
was unrecogniZable : hoi Is 
covered wtth small blue tents 
and serviced by access roads 
and water tanks. 
"This is a  major  disaster.  We  expect the number j 
of  dead  to S11ell to over 500.000." 
Sheila Wilson, Chief delc:ilate I  CRC Tanzania. 
The  nightmare  at 
Goma 
Two months later. the final 
advance of the RPF troops 
provoked another exodus even 
more dramatic than the earlier 
one. Over a million people 
crammed into a narrow band 
of  space on the hard volcanic 
slopes around the border town 
of  Goma in Zalre. The refugees 
were literally on thetr last legs. 
Soon cholera and dysentery 
made their appearance and the 
two epidemics daimed 
thousands of  vtet1ms. ECHO 
officials on mission to the 
region saw the tragecly unfold 
before their eyes  ECHO and 
the UNHCR quickly established 
close coordination of  their 
operations In a bid to win the 
race against death. 
Goma is a 
nightmare : 
cholera 
and dysentery 
epidemics wipe 
out whole 
families 12 
REGIONAL  APPROACH 
Two successive crises (in Burundi and 
Rwanda), which are inextricably 
linked, cannot be dealt with in 
isolation. This is why ECHO made 
sure, from the start of the massacres 
on April 6, that its approach was 
flexible and regional in scope, 
designed to embrace the requirements 
and movements of Burundians and 
Rwandans alil<e, regardless of 
the country in which they find 
themselves. 
"we  cannot  cope. 
We  need  transport, 
storage iacilities 
and manpo\:er" 
Adam Kimbisla, 
Tanzanian Red Cross. 
Inside  Rwanda 
The events of  April forced 
many NGOs to pack their bags 
and for many weeks the only 
relief organization operating 
on  Rwanda was the 
International Committee of 
the Red Cross. The first to 
return were Mt\decins sans 
Frontio~res and Pharmacoens 
sans Frontieres. As soon as the 
situato on calmed down 
enough, ECHO encouraged 
NGOs to resume operations on 
Rwandan territory. especially 
In the south-east. a zone 
under French military control. 
ECHO was anxious to get 
humanitarian organizations 
working Inside Rwanda in 
order to provide aid for many 
displaced persons to prevent a 
fresh exodus to Zaire wl"ten 
French troops left. 
..  .  We  ve  got to move 
hard,  we've got  to 
move  fast" 
IC. RC worker. 
The European 
Union is the leading 
aid donor in the 
Rwandan crisis. 
Since the onset of 
the troubles in 
Burundi in October 
1993, ECHO  has 
donated over ECU 
260  million to help 
this part of Central 
Africa. 
Coordination 
of  aid 
Inside Rwanda : 
as soon as the aisis started. 
ECHO began funding the 
work of  the ICRC and NGOs 
present in the country to 
assist displaced persons and 
victims of  violence. 
Outside Rwanda : 
ECHO adopted a regional 
approach and Is working In 
sole partneo:ship with the 
UNHCR to aid refugees In 
neighbouring countries and 
returnees. This decision was 
taken f«  reasons of  speed. 
consistency and maximum 
efficiency. ECHO is also 
backing the World Food 
Programme (WFP) and the 
International Federatoon of 
Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies (IFRQ, which Is 
conrdinaring th"  operations 
of  the Member States' Red 
Cross Societies. What 
The corpses have been buned 
and the ep1demics brought 
under control 1n the Tanzanoan 
and Za1rian refugee camps 
Relief workers contmue to be 
powerless onlookers as Huw 
militias Impose authority over 
camp populations. Rwandans 
are practically hostages as a 
result of the lnterhamwe 
militias' campaign of 
intimidation and reprosals to 
stop refugees from returnong 
home. Benaco and Goma 
camps are a serious threat to 
peace and stab1l1ty 1n the 
region, and the W1sdom of 
g1ving them aid may be 
questioned It is one of the 
major concerns of relief 
organ1zations, which may well 
find themselves accused of 
SUMMARY 
novv? 
havmg nurtured another c1vil 
war on  Rwanda, even though 
the problem is dearly not a 
•humanitarian  • one. The 
solution has to be political, 
Inspired by a true wish for 
national reconciliation 
Can  they  go 
home? 
The cond1tlons do not yet 
seem to be right for d1splaced 
persons and refugees to return 
to theor VIllages  The new 
Rwandan government does 
not have the means to 
Implement 1ts policies (no 
administration, no pollee, no 
infrastructure, etc.) or to 
establish dearly who was 
The ''country of a thousand hills" has been laid 
to waste. Of a population put at 7.7 million 
before the events : 
•  one million have been massacred, 
•  some 300  000 people have been displaced 
within the country, and 
•  two million have taken refuge in neighbouring 
countries (Zaire, Tanzania, Uganda and Burundi). 
If we add to this figure the Burundian refugees 
and displaced persons, we get a startling total 
of three to four million people in Central Africa 
dependent on humanitarian ald. 
responsoble for the massacres. 
If  a milhon people were k1lled. 
mostly by machete. rt means 
that the number of killers runs 
to tens of thousands. How can 
any semblance of justice be 
restored in such conditions. 
when 1,000 to 2.000 arrem are 
being made every week? 
Emergency 
rehabil itation 
work 
To get the country back on 
its feet. ECHO is fonancing 
emergency rehabilitation 
operations on Rwandan 
territory with the focus on 
power and water supplies. 
Small"icale health, agriculture 
(seeds and tools) and housing 
projects are also under way. 
The objective Is  to create the 
minimum conditions necessary 
to get people to return to 
their homes 
But the lack of any political 
solution is increasingly negating 
these efforts. Desp1te all 
Incentives such as human1tarian 
relay stat1ons along the roads 
and foreign observers, few of 
those who fled between April 
and August have returned. 
Among the reasons for 1  heir 
reluctance arc the occupation 
of much of their land by former 
Tutsi refugees, a lacl<  of money 
and other material resources. 
and the lack of acceptable 
legal guarantees. The new 
The massacres have orphaned 
hundreds of thousands of children. 
The priority now is to find them 
shelter, try to trace their families and 
offer them counselling. The children 
are Rwanda's hope for the future but 
there can be no hope w ithout an 
overall political settlement. 
government has made plans. 
but 11 is difficult to actually 
1mplement them. The sotuation 
11 an unstable one that cannot 
be tackled without an overall 
political settlement. 
The  International 
community, especially the 
European Union, must 
promote such a settlement 
with all the energy and 
resources it can muster . 
I The  Caucasus 
The guns are 
silent but 
the hardship 
continues 
The longest ceaseflre on the 
history of the war between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan over 
Nagorno-Karabakh began in 
May 1994. Hostilities between 
the Georgian government and 
Abkhazoan separatists have 
likewise subsided. In  1994, 
ECHO focused its efforts on 
the region's many refugees 
and displaced persons. 
Substantial aid was also given 
to vulnerable groups, whose 
ranks are swelling as the 
regoon's economy collapses. 
Most ECHO operations In the 
regoon take the form of 
large•scale food aid to people 
whose living standards are 
plummeting 
The separatist struggle that 
flared up in Chechnya towards 
the end of 1994 threatens to 
upset the delicate balance in 
the Caucasus. The Union has 
moved to bring emergency aid 
to the civilian victims of the 
fighting. 
"'when electricity 
is comected,  often in 
the middle  of  the  night, 
there is b,ysteria. 
~  1.Dole  t o ..  n  gets up 
to try to cook or start 
up same  mschine  or 
other.  Very  qu.ic:tlJ, 
there is overload 8l'ld 
Erevan is ~  plwlged 
into da.ri:cness." 
Mark Raymaekers, 
ECHO coordinator in Armenia 
Armenia 
widespread shortages 
ECHO aid is feedong children 
and those hardest hit by the 
crisis, primarily In towns cut 
off from all supplies by the 
blockade Armenia's neighbours 
have imposed. Repairing 
hydroelectric infrastructure 
and heating publk buildings 
such as schools and hospotals 
are also priorities. Hydro· 
electricity is Armenia's sole 
energy source. In the health 
sector, ECHO has supported a 
large·scale programme to 
distribute med1cinPS 
Azerbaijan 
70,000 displaced persons 
in tent cities 
Azerbaijan Is having to cope 
with some 800,000 displaced 
persons and refugees. ECHO is 
helping these people and 
others particularly affected by 
economic hardship. In a region 
where winters can be very 
harsh, 70,000 people are still 
livong In tents. 
Georgia 
cold and hungry 
Georgia is paralysed by energy 
shortages and fts economy Is 
straining under the burden of 
the refugees and displaced 
persons sheltering In its public 
buildings. The country's health 
system is 90 per cent dependent 
on 1nternat1onal humanitarian 
aid to keep ot  going. ECHO is 
active on all fronts, also 
supplyong vital food aod to 
help the poor survive the 
shortages. 
ECHO has been helping 
people in the Caucasus 
since 1992. In that time 
more than ECU  55 
million has been spent 
on helping the three 
republics withstand the 
scourges of war and 
economic depression. 
In this region too, the 
Union is the main donor. Af ~ghanistan 
ECHO sticks it 
out, refusing 
to yield to donor 
fatigue. 
last year alone. 7.000 dicxl 
and 40,000 were wounded on 
Afghanistan : the sorry toll of 
a conflict still raging. For years 
now, the sound of artillery fire 
and shells has punctuated 
the daily lives of Kabul's 
inhabitants. who never know 
which part of the city Is next 
in the firing line of the 
warring factions. The proud 
Afghan capital is now a ruined 
ghost town. S anitary conditions 
are appalling with no ele<triclty 
or heatrng and road blocks 
on supply routes mean 
malnutrition Is spreading. 
Nearly 400,000 people have 
been displaced within the city 
itself, squatting in public 
buildings or finding refuge 
with those who still have 
homes of their own. Those 
who can afford to have lefl, 
taking advantage of brief 
cease-fires. Only the 
International Committee of 
the Red Cross (ICRC) and a 
handful of NGOs continue to 
provide aid to Kabul in 
extremely difficult conditions. 
They are supported by ECHO. 
whoch, unlike other donors, 
refuses to yield to fatogue. 
Some of those who have lefl 
Kabul are in overcrowded 
camps near Jalalabad, an 
eastern town near to the 
Pakistan border , which has 
been doscxl to Afghan 
refugees. The camps now 
house 300,000 people in 
makeshifl tents. ECHO is 
assisting with a major water 
supply programme. Others 
fleeing the capital have gone 
nonh to the town of Mazar·l· 
Sharif, where camps have also 
been set up. The prospect of  a 
high number of  Afghan 
returnees from neighbouring 
countries would make the 
situation even worse. 
Those who have managed 
to flee Kabul find shelter 
in camps on the Pakistan 
border. ECHO is funding 
a major water-supply 
operation. ..J 
tv\ 
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Returning to Haiti In October 
1994, President Jean·Bertrand 
Aristide found his country 
devastated by three years of 
military rule and the trade 
embargo. Haitian life has 
been totally disrupted. 
The country's basic 
infrartruc1ure - roads, water 
supplies, telephone lines -
was always poor; now it is 
woeful. The highways 
department is gone, and 
only the bare bones  of a 
state C!ducation system and 
a health service re>main. 
UNUSUAL 
Acute  needs 
In the present situation, with 
so many acute needs, ECHO 
has had to apply a  fairly loose 
definition of emergency aid so 
as to prepare the ground tor 
rehabilitation and development 
operations. Given the extent 
of the criSIS, a  ECU  12  million 
aid programme was launched 
in late 1994, covering a very 
broad range of activiti~ -
from food aid to support lor 
smallholders, from medial aid 
through refuse collection to 
AID  PLAN 
the supply of dnnking water. 
The aid plan is striking in its 
ver>atility, which means it can 
be adapted as the country's 
problems are brought onto 
clearer focus. 
The programme 
centres on 
medical and 
food aid 
Medi cal  aid 
The ECHO  plan Includes 
rehabllitatong front·line health 
facilities, distributing medicines, 
training medical staff. 
organizing vacc1 nation drives 
and combating epidemics. 
Funding refuse collection Is 
one way of helping to prevent 
outbreaks of disease 
Nutritional 
recovery 
The most urgent task of all os 
to s.ave severely malnourished 
children. ECHO has given 
substantial funds to NGOs 
working on feed1ng 
programmes to restore health 
Food aid for pregnant and 
nursing women is also a prioroty, 
w1th a view to preventing 
infant malnutrotion 
An  original 
approach 
The dos.astrous state of the 
roads has worsened food 
shortages. ECHO Is supporting 
a German NGO, Agro Action, 
supplying seed and tools to 
smallholders In exchange for 
work to keep roads open in 
the North West. the poorest 
part of the country. In the 
same way,  ECHO is supporting 
Marins sans Fronth~res, who, by 
provodlng transport between 
coanal towns. are helping to 
see that humanitarian aid 
reaches its destination qui<kly. 
Hurricane 
Gordon 
As if the Haitians' situation 
were not bad enough. on 
November 1994 the island was 
hit by Hurricane Gordon, 
devastating the south. Special 
a.ssistance of ECU  three 
mill1on was granted to help 
those affected. Rebuilding northern 
Hit by embargoes Imposed 
by the international 
community and the Baghdad 
r~gime, the Kurds of 
northern Iraq are still in 
a very pre<:arious position. 
Besides regular bombing 
raids and attacks by the 
Iraqi military, civilians have 
had to endure Infighting 
between the two main 
Kurdish political parties, 
the PUK (Patriotic Union 
of Kurdistan) and the KDP 
(Kurdish Democratic Party). 
since the start of 1994. 
Despite the tense situation, 
E,CHO has supported a 
number of rehabilitation 
programmes to clear 
mines, rehouse displaced 
families, get the health and 
education systems bock In 
working order and set up 
prosthetics centres for 
those who have lost limbs 
In the fighting. If the 
political climate allows, 
the next stage will see an 
expansion of income-
generating projects. It is 
vital to help the economy 
of northern Iraq recover 
by giving people work, 
particularly in agriculture. 
Malnutrition 
in central 
Iraq 
Since laSt June, the hardship 
created by the embargo has 
started taking a serious toll on 
central Iraq, with malnutrition 
and a rapid deterioration in 
health serv.ces  ECHO is 
support.ng the efforts of the 
ICRC In the reg1on. 
The  suffering 
of  the  hlarsh 
Arabs 
The Shi'ite populations living in 
the marsh region of southern 
Iraq are still suffering military 
oppression. Over  100,000 have 
been displaced and are living 
In appall1ng conditions. often 
on the edge of reception 
camps which cannot 
Iraq 
accommodate all of them. 
They too are feeling the full 
force of the embargo. ECHO is 
providing food and medical 
a1d near the Iran border. 
"Giveu the abseDCe  of mtritioml rebabUit8t ion  I 
t herapy  in the cCIWltcy,  to beco::le  mlll.nouri.sbed 8!l 
8  child is 8  Sheer death verdict" 
Dr. Kees Rietveld, ECHO correspondent o~  central and south Iraq. j 
;-;.. 
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SUDAN 
t he  f i ghting  continues 
ECHO aid contonued to be a 
lifeline for southern Sudanese 
v1ct1ms of  the country's c1vil 
war in 1  994. Countless refugees 
sought o»ylum in Uganda and 
some 1.6 million displaced 
persons set up home in refugee 
or squatter camps around 
Khartoum. Water supplies, 
medical and food aid were 
vital : ECHO provided some 
ECU  19 million worth In 1994. 
Fortunately, the 1994 harvest 
was a good one, wtuch enabled 
ECHO to  sw1tch from food 
aid to food self-sufficiency 
programmes  Tools and seeds 
were distributed In regions 
where peace enabled farming 
to resume. 
Elsewhere,  fighting continued 
to jeopardize humanftarian 
aid operations  In this d1fficult 
cl1mate. ECHO Fhght and 
Kenyan-based Belg1an Air 
Force planes financed by ECHO 
are very Important. They are 
in great demand, carrying 
staff and relief supplies for 
international agencies and 
NGOs. 
ANGOLA 
the  country  where  peace 
i s  just  a  far- off memory  ••• 
Counting the independence 
struggle, Angola has been at 
war for 34 years. Fighting 
between government forces 
and UNIT  A rebels in the last 
two yeat'l has fragmented the 
country, sealed off  and slowly 
choked many towns and left a 
large part of the population 
cut off or displaced. People 
fleeing the war raging in the 
countryside crowd the towns. 
where they find themselves 
wholly dependent on 
humanitarian aid. The relief 
organizations are trying, often 
at cons1derable risk, to get aid 
through to towns completely 
cut off from the outside world. 
The protocol signed by the 
belligerents in Lusaka on 
November 22,  1994 has 
nevertheless revived some 
faint hope of lasting peace 
and a return to normal social 
and e<ooomic life. 
Food  security 
first 
In February 1994 ECHO 
launched its first comprehensive 
aid programme for Angola. 
This ECU  18  million 
programme's main objective 
IS food security for people 1n 
cut-off areas. Operators are 
working towards this by 
supplying food and by 
relaunching farming wherever 
the mine-infested countryside 
permits. S ince the December 
peace agreement, the food 
situation has Improved, making 
it possible to redirect aid 
towards the medical sector 
and diSplaced persons. LIBERIA 
an unreported tragedy 
Civil war continues to divide 
liberia and the humanitarian 
sttuation remains en  tical 
Organized pillag1ng and the 
absence of any reliable 
authority makes the task of the 
humanitarian organiZations 
very difficult. They 
nevertheless continue their 
work on the ground with 
considerable courage. In 1994, 
ECHO aid helped keep the 
basic health system working 
across the entire country, save 
in the north, which Is 
Inaccessible. In eastern liberia, 
it supplied food aid, while in 
the capital, Monrovia, ECHO 
granted aid woth1n the space 
of 24 hours to  supply drinking 
water and fight a cholera 
epidemic in July. 
Insecurity 
In September. humanitarian 
agencies were the viCtims of 
attacks and pillagong. Relief 
veh1cles were stolen woth their 
entire loads, emphasi21ng the 
dangers and difficulties facing 
relief workers and civilians 
alike. Operations arc now 
restricted to the area around 
Monrovia and Buchanan. 
where ECHO is backing 
projects providing medical 
care, sanitation and shelter. 
SOMALIA 
ECHO  continues 
its support 
The number of NGOs and international organizations on Somalia 
dropped sharply over 1994. While the population's general living 
condot1ons improved, humanitarian aid workers were at risk from 
frequent local attacks. Over ECU  6 million was allocated to Somalia 
In  1994 to enable medical and food aid to continue. ECHO will 
continue to support 1  ts partners on the field as long as their 
programmes are effective, whiCh will of course depend heavily on 
the security situation. 
SIERRA LEONE 
the  civil vtar goes  on 
"It ..-:as difficult  :for us to tell >:bich  children 
bad actv.ally  fought,  so  we  organised  a  t est  •  I 
Each  child w as  asked t o  reassemble  an  AK-47 
rille in the  dark.  To  our amazement,  they 
could all do  it  in a  few  seconds  ! " 
a UNICEF repreRntative working on a programme of rehabllita· 
tion for chold soldiers in Bo. Sierra leone. 
Civil war raging since 1991  In Sierra Leone, one of the world's poorest countries, has forced over a million 
people frol'n their homes. They are rural people, left  destitute once cut off from their villages and their 
lands. To help them, ECHO has supplied maximum aid to a number of NGOs still working In the region 
under extremely difficult conditions. The warring factions have flagrant disregard for humanotarlan 
comerns  ECHO contributes to food aid, health and medical operations for displaced persons. 
l 
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BETWEEN 
WAR  AND 
PEACE 
With the exception of 
those In the enclaves. most 
people In fonner Yugoslavia 
saw their living standards 
rise in 1994. In Bosnia. the 
fighting died down as 
tvnslons eased, and in the 
othvr republics the situation 
Improved to such an extent 
that the EU was able to 
reduce Its humanitarian aid 
Input by 35 per cen against 
tho previous year's figures. 
However, the Union 
continues to provide aid 
whore it Is needed. and 
still heads the list of 
donors. 
Despite a  few signs 
of renewed economic 
activity, Sarajevo is 
sti  II  under siege 
From 
buma.ni  tarian aid 
to reconstruction 
ila»C need• >!Ill hove 10 be mel by aid 
opet"at.on~  1n ~  aretH. but the 
ttaMIIIOn to rehablttdliOf'l and 
CKOMttUUtOn hill bfrgun. Wfth the 
mplt.orr~t-ntdtJon of ,  ... ,nff, elecU'lOty 
.ond \llt'IIOf ptq<'(IS-dl brongmg 
aboul • rtiU<II 10 norrnol Mt The 
>mpor1M\I lhong hoot•  >S fOf the 
(ommtl.SIOn 10 .........  ltl1001h 
trdnSthon from  llvm.n•taA~tn 10 
econornot il>d 
Bosnia-
Herzegovina 
The  ·~;vnnce  of  commoi'(J;JI 1 raffic 
'"  S<liTle P"ns of Bo!tl•Hn Apro  199d 
ha>. olleJSI lor lho 11me beto1q. pu1 "" 
e<1(l 10 the biOCkOdt'O M<il•Jacl<>ng 
lltal had h11horto bodll\'I!Jed a•d 
ope<aiJoM  P1oducu a"' coming on1o 
lho marlea agn.n, and loc.lii'Conomk>s 
ore ~l.lrt1ng 10 lick ""'' 
P!ople "' .,.  tne~  ,.,.,'CVef. 
con1>nue 10 be """"""""' vulnotilllle 
and h>CJiily ~nl  on humJ<lrtllk1n 
il>d The  enclaves 
Th<' IO<US ~  ~  to Mostat. 
Gor.azde. Stebtenoa.  Zopa. Tuzla and 
&.h.lc have not ~!axed thelr 
strang~hofd. and tt>e people of tt>ese 
enclavei conunu~  to su~we  on a 
1'\umanuanan dup teed. depending 
on the goodwill of thetr aggressors 
to allow convoys through  Food and 
medrul stocks"'" qu ckly exhausted. 
and <ond•t•ons •rt  oxtrf1ll!'ly d H<OJ!t. 
not only le< t"""' bvong  lh<><e.  bu1 
d!so for ECHO'>IN!I,.,..  -..or\'"9 on 
the gro..nd 
Croatia 
A UNHCR census sllOW> tltal the 
number of refugeL.., •nd displaced 
people dependuH) on human,tarian 
atd has d>rnllllli<f'd slgnrllcantly thrs 
year ~·.  the European 
Commun.ty Tot<k force tEClfl ~ 
1t1 Zagreb coni nutS 10 organon 1  he 
d.smblllion of food ..-.! lOOP. and 10 
IJIOI"Cit looJ<".ul b.K  k  ·up lor our 
palti"M!n "'  ttw- dfftl 
Serbia 
& Montenegro 
Purchas<ng powe< rncrea\ed sloghlly 
and sllops a((" now , ..  sonabty 
stod<ed •n St<bl• and Monten<>Qro. In 
"""'  of the d rea m~  of the 
oruemat"""" tmb.>rqo on 1M 
popolat<On  lhe  n~M>bef of PfOI» 
rec:~ng  hum.ln·~,,~n ad tn  ~~ 
rump Yugoslav Ropubl~<  fell lrarn 
630 000 to 320 000. •nd • d was 
also beuer targeted  ECHO con"nues 
to otg.>n.r• the d>SIIlbutJOO of parcek 
to .,..P fam6ts wnemg  refugees 
cope wo th tM  addoiJCXlal burden •n 
f'ConQml( condtbOns that nmam 
e>tr~ly  drlfoc:uh  About hall of the 
dCfi'Vt' popui.Jt•on  IS  ~tJ:I W'lthou\ lNOdC 
Foad Is diSinbuted rn bulk to relugte 
'"'""''· otphanages illld old people's 
homes. lhe Rod Cross has also tdenu· 
I  ted ""'"Y l>eople '" need '" addrtron 
to refugees and d<SPlaced people 
Soup I  •tch•n~ na.., been set up 10 
wpp1omen1 lood pa•celS. 
EU human<I<Jnan o<1 to f<>rmf'f 
Y~  IOiol!ed ECU 266 m<Don "' 
1994. ago""' ECU dOO m-lloon 
contt>buted ., 1993 
Altogether, the EU has 
given ECU 950 million 
in humanitarian aid to 
the people of former 
Yugoslavia since the 
start of the conflict 
"1 urge all tbe parties in Bo:Jni.a,-!!erzegovim to  J 
desist from all acts  of  provocation,  offeiJSives  and 
cruntel'-O.f.fensives,  and,  1n  the iuterest  o1: a 
popllation  oo ;; tragically  entering its fc:urth year 
ot' w ar,  to reS.11.'1ct  all agreCJOOnts  so painste.kil'lgl.y 
reached to date" 
Yasushi Akashi. Special Representative ol the UN Secretary-General. 
The Red Cross has identified many cases of extreme 
hardship in Serbia. Soup kitchens are one way to help. J 
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AID  TO  REFUGEES 
VITAL  COORDINATION 
In 1994, the rate and 
volume of Rwandan 
refugees converging 
on Goma in Zaire and 
Ngara in Tanzania 
caught the 
international 
humanitarian 
community off guard. 
With the help of local 
authorities, however, 
reception facilities 
for this human tide 
were quickly set up. 
The experience of this 
large-scale operation 
has provided some 
pointers. 
Perf ormance 
report 
For crises of this size. requi'ring 
the involvement of a large 
number of operators. 
coordination needs to be 
finely honed. Aid for refugees 
and displaced people must be 
well thought out  and properly 
organized. There is no room 
for makeshift solutions. 
The emergency phase straight 
after the influx of refugees is 
the most cntical. While it is 
very tempting to launch 
headlong into distributing 
food and first aid, efforts to 
stem the tide of misery can 
quickly be swamped. Operators 
should take time to analyse 
the situation and Identify 
priority needs : disease 
prevention. supply of drinkmg 
water, food, medical, health 
aid and shelter. 
Local 
comnunities  take 
t he  st rain 
In most cases, refugees seeking 
exile abroad arrive penniless 
and empty·handed. If they 
arrive in large numbers, the toll 
on people in host countries can 
be very high, with farmland 
destroyed, widespread 
deforestation and drinking 
water shortages, for instance. 
30  million 
Currently, there are an estimated 30 million refugees and 
displaced people worldwide. 
Refugee : a person who has found asylum in another 
country; 
Displaced person : someone who has been forced to 
leave home but who has sought refuge within their own 
country. Such people are often harder to help because of 
the political situation and problems with access. 
This Is something aid  Rwandan refugees : crise$ on this scale call for well-oiled 
programmes also need to _ b _ e_ ar ~,....,~ m :a~ c] h2
in ~ e ~ ry~ti oi c i o ~ o i rd ~ i ~ n ~ a ~ te : ·~ a~ lli t ~ h ; e= o ~ r ,; g ~ a~ n ~ is ~ a : t' : to : n ~ s~ i; n_ vo _ l _ v _ e _ d--:~l  in mind. No one group  l 
should be singled out 
for special treatment, 
otherwise tension may 
be created between 
refugees and displaced 
people. This happened 
in Burundi and also in 
Serbia, where refugees 
are sometimes given 
more attention than 
local communities 
feeling the full force 
of the crisis. A  MORE  COHERENT 
An influx of refugees 
generally creates a 
humanitarian crisis, 
especially in the emergency 
phase. ECHO was set up in 
1992 to centralize the Com· 
mission's humanitarian aid 
work but. at that stage, it 
still did not bring together 
all the services which have 
traditionally dealt with 
assistance for refugees, 
displaced persons and 
returnees. 
In  1994, the Commission gave 
ECU 455 million for refugee 
aid programmes 1n over 
60 countries. To avoid both 
overlaps and gaps 1 n provision. 
the Commission decided to 
draw up a common policy. 
Most of the aid Is 
administered by NGOs, 
international organizations 
and UN agencies working on 
the spot, so It is vital that they 
can all rely on a common 
reference frame 
APPROACH 
An  inter-group 
refugee  service 
led by  ECHO 
As a result a standing inter-group service was started at the 
beginning of the year to offer a permanent discussion forum for all 
relevant Commission departments. The group is chaired by ECHO, 
which now manages 56 per cent of all Commiss1on-sponsored aid 
programme for refugees. 
Aims  of  the 
group 
standing 
•  • 
•  to deal wrth all d\pe<1s of refugC'e <uses. emergency ph.Jse. 
s.ettmg up and runnmg of c.mms. r<.'JMtriation.  rehabllrtat10n 
and reconstru<.tJon. Thrs wdl f'l1')llft' th.lt the transrt10n from 
one phase to anothN rs  smooth and <.oordmatcd; 
•  to mclucie "prevpntron" rn ,t').-.ro;t,mce  programme~ to \top 
future refugee mov~rnpnt\ Till'; nMy take a number of form\ 
\UCh a\ development did t.trgeted at a certam group, 
prev('nt•vco diplom.l(y .wd even humamtar•an aid, wh•ch cdn 
stem populdt•on rnovemf'nt'i d  1t 1\ d~rected at a country prone 
to unrest; 
•  to establish d tmk betwe('n refugee a1d programmes 1n 
non· member countrle\ .Jnd any suggeost•ons the Comm1ss•on 
might make on mmllqt,lt•on .md asylum policy. 
The group will att('mpt to formuf,lt(' a comprehemive Cornrnun1ty 
strategy for the stP.lfiily lf1(f('rHifliJ numhPr nf rPfiiiJPPc; ,1nrl 
displaced people throughout the world. M 
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A  Parliament  initiative  lauded  by  ECHO 
CONFLICT  PREVENTION 
A  way  of 
avoiding  man-
m ade  crises? 
The last four years have seen 
the European Union's 
spending on humanotanan aid 
inc:rease sevenfold. Man-made 
catastrophes have multiplied 
and worsened in the 
aftermath of the Cold War. 
Ever·lncreasing aid Is not a 
realistic proposition, nor does 
It oHer dOY  Sa li)(d~lury 
long-term solution. 
Uke disaster prevention, 
conflict prevention is 
increasingly seen as 
imperative if there is to 
be any reduction In the scale 
and depth of the human 
misery caused by war. 
A polltlcdl dcbr1tc must be 
launched on th1 \ top1 c 
A  European 
forum f'or 
preventi ve 
dipl omacy 
The European elections of June 
1994 brought Into Parliament a 
number of members with an 
interest in humanitarian aid 
They have set up a new 
discussion group on preventwe 
diplomacy and humanotarian 
action. This cross-party forum os 
open to NGOs. international 
organozations and UN agencies. 
Its aim os to promote a free and 
non·partisan debate, and to 
ensure consistency between 
political and humanitarian 
action. 
The European forum for 
preventive diplomacy will 
meet in Stra5bourg at every 
plenary session of Parliament 
It will draw up clear objectoves 
rn terms of positrons to be 
adopted and work to be done. 
The forum opens up new 
horizons and introduces a new 
dimension Into Parliament's 
scrutiny and assessment of the 
Union's humanitarian work. 
A  study 
centre 
In order to lay sound 
foundations for prevention, 
Parliament is considering 
setting up a study centre for 
active crrsis prevention. Thl$ 
would provide Europe's 
political authorities with an 
Information and monotoring 
tool to help them reach 
decisions before conflicts and 
crises flare up. Michel Rocard, 
European Parliamentary 
Member, has sponsored this 
initiative. INSEPARABLE  FROM  H UMANITARIAN  AID 
DISASTER  PREVENTION 
In  1994, ECHO launched a 
disaster prevention 
programme. Prevention is 
crucial not only bec.luse it can 
save 1  housands of lives, but 
also bec.luse it considerably 
reduces physical damage and 
setbacks to the development 
of a country. The tie-in with 
humanitarian action Is obvious. 
Cornerstones 
of ECHO's 
disaster 
prevention 
programme 
training of staff 
qualified in disaster 
prevention 
strengthening of 
prevention structures 
support for local, 
low·technology 
projects of proven 
effectiveness 
Natural 
disasters 
In  1994, ECHO was involved 
in 15 prevention projects in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America. 
They include the organization 
of radio warning systems for 
Bangladeshi villages regularly 
hit by cyclones, training for 
local rescue teams, and 
improvements to help 
hospitals in Colomboa, Chile 
and Ecuador withstand 
earthquakes. 
ECHO also backed UN 
programmes aimed at 
developing Information 
systems to improve the 
coordination of relief. 
"EverJ time there's 
a  ton'ential 
dC'.mpour,  every 
time there's  a 
tropical stoxm,  this 
CQ.llll::ry  'o  ~er  of 
arable soil is 
eroded,  caxTied 
8r <:a:J  by the  sea. 
iihen the  land  goes, 
:people  go too" 
Claudette Werlelgh, 
Haitian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs after 
cyclone Gordon. 
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ECHO-FLIGHT 
logistical  back-up  f or  our  partners 
In the Horn of Afnca (Somalia 
and Sudan), ECHO's panner1 
face enormous difficulties 
bringing in aid. as ground 
routes are often threatened by 
att.acks and hijacks. ECHO's 
answer to this problem was to 
set up an air transpon 
network : ECHO·FLIGHT has 
been in operation since 
May 1994. 
Nine aircrafts, based 1n Naorobi, 
LoklChokio, Djibouti and 
Mogad1shu, provide a regular, 
Integrated se<'lice ferrying 
humanitarian personnel and 
equipment. This sale service os 
available free of  charge to all 
humanitarian agencies 
operating in the region. 
In the wake of the Rwandan 
criSIS,  ECHO-FUGHT was 
extended to  cover Central 
Africa until commercial flights 
to Rwanda were re-established 
at the end of 1994. EVALUATION 
The  continual  improvement  of  humanitarian  action 
ECHO evaluates ots partners' 
operations to make sure that 
funding for humanitarian aid 
is used as effectively as 
possible. In 1994, 26 NGOs and 
three UN agencies were 
evaluated. But ECHO does not 
Just evaluate humanitarian 
operations, it also evaluates its 
own tools, such as the Zagreb· 
based European Community 
Task Force (ECTF), the frame-
work partnership contract or 
ECHO FLIGHT. 
Evaluations are usually carried 
out while projects are still 
under way, and are generally 
welcomed by partners, who 
see them as a sign of ECHO's 
lnter~t in their work. So far 
evaluation has produced 
encouraging evidence of 
effociency  on operations. Areas 
for improvement have been 
discussed In a climate of 
partnershop. 
Aid to 
Palestinians · 
an example of 
evaluation 
The transition in the 
West  Bank and Gaza is 
inevitably a difficult 
period for Palestinian 
inhabitants. As part of 
the Commisoion·s large· 
scale programme of aid 
to the Occupied Territories. 
ECHO set up a six·month 
pl.:.n. the main planks of 
which were : medical aid 
to hospitals .and clinics. 
the distribution of food 
and the rehabilitation of 
buildings in the refugee 
ct1mps. 
The period of the transfer of 
power and the Israeli blockage 
was a difficult one for 
Palestinians in the Occupied 
Territories 
Mission 
accomplished 
The project was evaluated 
while it  was still under 
way <Jnd found to be well 
executed. In the Occupied 
Territories 170  000 
families suffering 
hardship because of the 
Israeli blockade which 
followed the Hebron 
massacre each received 
50 kg of flour. The 
rehabilitatjon programme 
carried out in the camps 
of the West Bank and the 
Gaz.a Strip provided 
decent housing for 336 
families. Medical aid wns 
also delivered satisfactorily. 
The evaluation showed 
the considerable impact 
of the rehabilitation 
project which created 
employment for local 
trade people. ECHO's 
visibility in these 
op·crations was also 
studied : in som·e cases 
recommendations had 
to be drawn up, in others 
its Involvement was 
prominently displayed. ECHO 
ECHO's relations 
with its partners, 
both NGOs and 
international 
institutions, 
improved in 1994 
through the 
revision of 
principles in the 
framework 
partnership 
contract (FPC). 
After a year of 
experimenting, a 
stock-taking 
exercise was 
conducted to 
establish to what 
extent the 
Contract was 
improving the 
efficiency of 
Commission 
humanitarian aid 
financing. 
AND  ITS  PARTNERS 
Di scussion  of 
t he  Framework 
Part nership 
Contract 
The first step towards closer 
relations between ECHO and 
its partners was to Initiate an 
in-depth debate on the 
contents of the Contract. 
The conclusion was that 
improvements could be made 
to enable the Commission to 
respond more rapidly and 
more flexibly to the needs of 
people hit by natural or 
man·made disasters. 
A number of meetings were 
held on this subject. enabling 
ECHO to assess its partners· 
main concerns. panlcularly 
with regard to budget flexibility 
and the need to adjust tactics 
during operations. ECHO 
was able to make praCtical 
proposals to overcome these 
problems 
At the end of the year, ECHO's 
partners submotted theor own 
detaoled proposals. which are 
currently being scrutinrzed 
The biggest problem Is to 
reconcile the NGOs' need for 
flexibility, as they strive to 
adapt to rapidly changing 
conditions on the ground. 
with the need for effective 
financial and operational 
monitoring of aid activities. 
Evaluation 
of  t he  NGOs 
The second step towards 
consolidating ECHO's relations 
with Its panners rs the 
evaluation of projects carried 
out by the NGOs  The purpose 
of these evaluations is to 
determine European NGOs' 
ability to implement a very 
wide range of humanitarian 
projects. Rapid and flexible 
responses, first-rate 
coordination, optimum use of 
available resources and sound 
planning - all these require a 
high degree of professionalism. 
These evaluations constitute 
an imponant database for 
ECHO, enabling It to rncrease 
its own efficiency by drawmg 
on the entire pool of expenlse 
built up by NGOs. 
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f irst  time  Eur ope ' s  citizens  g ~v e  their views  on 
Union's  humanitarian 
CALL  FOR 
GREATER 
INVOLVEMENT 
More aid and a more hands-
on approach 
The Union should increase iu 
commitment to humanitarian 
action and be more directly 
involved on the ground. Those 
were the key findings In a 
Eurobarometer survey after 
canvassing a representalive 
sample of the 12 Member 
States' populations in late 
1994. Most citizens are aware 
action 
of the Unoon's humanotarian 
activities and approve of 
them, especially the operations 
in Rwanda and the former 
Yugoslavia. Many, however, 
want more : In two-thirds of 
Member States people 
thought the Union should 
increase its humanitarian 
involvement. People also have 
firm views on the form such 
aid should take : they want 
the Union to  be directly 
involved on field operations 
rather than leaving such work 
to partners. They feel the 
Union should be more than 
just a donor. 
"More  hwnanitarian  aid" 
.... 
Do you think the EU should 
(EU average)  .•• ? 
IIIC!me 11S  reduce rl  don't kno·11 
humamlanan aid  keep 1 1  at 
the same level  slop rt MORE  DIRECT 
EXECUTIOn 
The Union's role as donor is ev· 
idently not enough for the 
public. Many people believe 11 
should go funher and take 
c.harge of work in the field, 
which is currently handled by 
international organisations and 
NGOs. The ~ale  of needs in 
former Yugoslavia has in fact 
caused ECHO to distribute 
some of  11.s aid directly. The 
European public would like to 
see the Union do this more 
often. 
THE  EUROPEAN 
CITIZEN  WANTS 
TO  KNOW  MORE 
Public awareness of the 
European Community 
Humanitarian Office (ECHO) Is 
nill low (averaging only 14.6 
per cent). This can be ascribed 
to the fact that ECHO has 
been operational for only two 
years, although the Union has 
been Involved in humanita,.an 
work Since the 1  970s. 
While Europeans are aware of 
those humanitarian activities, 
seven out of ten of those 
questioned would like to 
know much more about the 
operations they are paying for. 
On average 76 per cent of 
those questioned wanted 
more information, a figure 
which rose to more than 90 
per cent 1n Greece. 
WHAT  IS 
CHANNEL 
AID? 
-
THE 
FOR 
each government 
on Its own 
the 
M OST  EFFECTIVE 
HUMANITARIAN 
the NGOs 
the United Nations 
(EU av•rage) 
don't know 
as a  Yll!olt 
"Direct  action  in the  field" 
Do you think the EU should (EU average) ...  ? 
Over 40 per cent of those questioned believed that a humanitarian 
operat1on was most likely to be effective if carried out by the 
Union as a body. The other options proposed were measures by 
individual governments or  act1on through the UN and NGOs. 
continue the same way. 
through partners 
bei:ome mvolved directly 
m  the l;eld 
WHO  IS  THE 
LEADING 
DONOR? 
The answer is obviously the 
Un1on, though very few of 
those questioned realized 
this. Given the choice 
between the Union, the 
Un~ted  States or Japan, only 
37 per cent gave the nght 
answer. The others were 
either "don't knows• or 
thought the United States 
was the biggest donor . 
In shon, a considerable 
amount of public relat1ons 
work is needed. 
M 
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HUM.ANITARIAN  DIPLOMA  •  •  A MAJOR  SUCCESS 
In September 1994, 
the first hundred 
students selected for 
the post-graduate 
diploma in 
humanitarian aid 
launched by ECHO 
started their courses. 
From June onwards, 
universities taking 
part in the Network 
on Humanitarian 
Assistance (NOHA) 
received an impressive 
number of 
applications, reflecting 
the intense demand 
for training In this 
field. Interestingly, 
applications came 
both from students 
and from people with 
experience of 
humanitarian aid 
work. 
The  course 
Most humanitarian operations 
today take place against a 
backdrop of  civil conflict, 
making emergencies different 
to those experienced In the 
aftermath of natural disaste11 
There is an entire spectrum of 
political, legal. economic and 
development considerations 
that require a1d personnel to 
d1splay h1ghly specialized skills. 
The purpose of the NOHA 
d1ploma is to traon execut1ves 
to adopt a holistoc approach to 
humanitarian a1d, and to come 
up with realistiC  solut•ons to 
problems In the field. Such 
executives must be able 
to Interpret reports from 
logisticians, sanitation officers 
and doctors, and make 
appropriate decisions. The key 
to the diploma course is a 
multidisciplinary approach 
that covers law. geopolitics, 
logistics and administration, 
medicine and ep1demiology 
and anthropology 
The one-year NOHA cou11e  IS 
part of  the ERASMUS 
programme and Is divided Into 
four modules : 
•  intensive. two·weck course In 
one of the NOHA un•versities; 
•  general training In the 
university of origtn; 
•  specialized training In 
another NOHA university; 
•  a twc>-month placement 
with an internat•onal 
organ•zat1on or an NGO 
Five unrverstt1es are tak~r~g 
part in th1s multidiSCiplinary 
course. plus the College 
d'Europe in Bruges, whteh 
joined the network In 
September and will 
organize the Intensive 
course. 
Applications should be addressed to the foffowmg umversities : 
•  Ruhr-Unlvomtit 80CHUM 
lnstitut filr Fnedcnui<htrungsre<ht und Humamt3res VOlkorrecht (IFHV) 
UniversitAUstr, I  SO  D-44780 BOCHUM {DtutS<hland) 
Fax (49) (0) 2.34.709.42.08  Tel. (49) (0) 234.709.77.90 
•  Unlversldad de DEUSTO·B ILBAD 
Apartado 1 • E • 48~  BILBAO (EJpa~a) 
Fax (34) (9) 4.445.07 04  Tel (34) {9! 4 44S.ll 00 
•  Unlvenito de AJX·MARSEILlf Ill 
Centre d'Etudes ct do Recherches lnternatlonafes et Communautaires (CERIC) 
Pavilion de Unfant 
346, Route des Alpes· f • 13100 AIX·EN·PftOVENC£ (France) 
Fax (33) (16) 42.23 09 7  Tel  (ll) (16) 41.96.00 89 
•  Un1Verscte utholique dt LOUVAIN 
Ecole de ~nlt  Pu.bhque 
Oos Chape!Je aux Chomps 30  8  1200 BM<effes (Belg"t<*Belglt) 
Fax 132) 2. 764.33.28 • 2.764 34 41  Ttl (31) 2. 764.38.23  2 764.3317 
•  Univemty of OX FORD 
Rofugee Studies Progromme • Outfl> Eh,.beth liouse 
11, St Giles· UK· OXFORD OXI  lLA {Un.ted K1ngdom) 
Fax  (44) (0) 865.270.12 • Tcf  (44) {0) 865.270.722 HUMA.NITARIAN  AID 
THE  PH ARE 
UNDER  THE 
PROGRAMME 
The aim of the European 
Commission's PHARE 
programme Is to back 
the process of economic 
restructuring under way in 
Central and Eastern Europe 
and the Baltic States. and it 
Is seeking to establish a 
framework for market 
economies in those 
countries. But PHARE can 
also provide a response to 
short·term urgent needs not 
directly connected with 
economic Issues. This is the 
case with humanitarian aid. 
for example. 
Refurbishment 
of schools 
and  prisons 
in Albania 
The hutl'ltlnltllnan aid c.orrponcnt ot 
PHAR£ f)illd IO< two ""'I"' renovatiOtl 
Mel rowldonq prcgtamm<'>.n 19"4 
Pr.onor~ IMr>Q CMO•t""" wol  to. 
'"'PfO'o'fCl by IJI)Cll'adonq sanot.a· on <~"'~ 
80 ><tool> fe< pupws from ""  to t6 
wil bo ,...,.,...,ed 01 ~.ely  rtbuit 
1'he9' ~fO P<OOOtlPS det"'""ned by thf 
govcrnmeru  PHARE has <!so P<OVoded 
tur)(hnq tor ~ma,l NGO pro,ecu '" 
Af~nla, ;tr,d is conunu!f9 With ItS 
proqr~mme  ol building housong lor 
fQ(m~  poht cal pnsonecs cJnd the.r 
f•tnll ~  PHARE dovoted ECU  seven 
rr1llo1 to  humll"•faf1..an OPffdtiOI'\S  n 
thtt Alban•..l 1n l994 
Protection 
of  children 
in Romania 
In September t994, PHARE l.>unchcd a 
14r9"'leale program111e '" tolktborat•on 
wnh the Romanian go'ltlnrtlflnt to 
estabfiSh a syswm fOt protKhr1'J th6_) 
•nreresu o' ch ldren  Th•\ wd  the 
<Umor\i!IDl o{ '""'  y<.>rs of .,..qoncy 
dOCI and rellabt!ot.ltoon ope<otoOn$ to  .,..p ease ~  suflemg of Rom.lololn 
ch lOren ~""'9  rn onshtuhOill  The 
P<M>nl"" oltle  ECU 11m  I roo 
programme were to C'f!attt • lf'g41 
and adm ntstfaUve fmmt.lwo•k for  the 
protect1o11 of children. 10 lttltn M1lff 
IMpOnstble for lookmg dh()r tluldtert, 
10 fJnd alternatives to accorornoc:JJ110fl 
n tnsltlUllOftS and to rmprovt lht 
hvmg cond  110n5 of thc>W '" 
tMIIhJto\S 
Assistance 
for the Former 
Yugoslav 
Republic  of 
M acedonia 
n~  dr!>~nlegratfO(I ol wh~t  w.S 
V~lav1a  •nd ft)•· f"MllcttYQ on 
~bta  MU Montl'rltgro h.wt.1 b1oogh1 
~onom  c. d wstC'( 10 thf  fotmer 
Yugosl•v Republic of MllCedon•• 
PfiARE hd' prov•ded re1lef 
organtSatiort'>. \CtiOOI'S and lwalth-caw 
tostn:uHom ...  _.,u, Mahf'\9 Ott to help 
those vo<>n~•lfP<  ted by tho> "tuatiOfl 
to  get through tt.! ""ntH Stapt• 
foods 5Uch ..  IUg.ll - 011. ·-
maU~Jtal\, sp.~1ei Mid m~Seetl.aneous 
supp ,.,  hd• e brton SUpplol'd 10 
l"''nlig91(' lhP t•!ft'(U Of 1~  tmba.fgO, 
PHARE •.  <0 Pil•d tor • populat-on 
'"ruus to d·scov('f 111e country's 
llthnlc mtlk~·UP Onn ot I  he ftnd,ngs 
of 1 he census w.u  th~ll )1.9 JWI cent 
of th~  populatiOn w,'ti AlthsniJn 
Plii\RE devoted ECU  25  m1l on 
to humanotdtldn optr~tl()n~ n 
''"'  fotrntof YUI]O>l4w RepubliC o4 
Ma<edOnoa '" 1994 
HUMANIT.ARI.AN  AID UNDER  THE 
Tacis 
Tacls Is the result of a 
European Union initiative 
and uses grants to 
encourage the development 
of market economies in the 
New Independent States 
and Mongolia and to help 
those countries bolster 
democracy In their societies. 
The> d lopod.lte<J <t•te ol til<! fOflJ14.'< 
~~  UNOfl lws pll.f'9ed the 
•epubloa ollhe Ca""""' and centnl 
Asu No  t<0001111< """' t.Mnq 
cond•l•oos tWVfl deteriOrated sharply 
af'ld ciVIl  -.111ft' t dS further worsened 
lhr  ~11ua11011  To he'p 1he !nhabftants. 
of  lhC!${1  counlhe'\ cope with the 
consn:fNablt'  (iltf•rt~lhes wh1ch  they 
race.  1h~  EutOPtdfl Un~n  set  ~.tp a 
.,.,qe~l(•'•  food-<~•d operatiOn  fO< 
GE'Ofgoa, Ky<qynt•n  Tat kr.tan •nd 
McOdcva on  1994 
PROGR.AMJy J F~ 
IN  1994 
lhf  ope<>  toM. 101 whocn ECU  lQ.I 
'":loon ,..,  alloc.ltedl. aoms to wpply 
lood to .,..P til<! onhabot.~ntl  cope 
v.,tn ~  \\G'St of tne  '·Mn1P~ fund fl9 
has como lrom the £AGGF fECU  t6S 
m  IIIOflr. ECHO <ECU 35 m  I  IOtl) 
•nd Ta<o s IECU 4 mrOoon) 
f&ClS'  functiOn is 10 SUJ>etVi\~ 
OPl!ldtrons m Brussets clnd on I  he 
groolld 10 the vanous paftnef 
coun11~ It IS atso responsibfp for 
qwlotv COfltrot and chK\Inq 
quM~bt~  delrvefed to rf'Cipoents 
M 
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European  community  HUMANITARIAN  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT F OR P OUCY 
COORI>INAliON 
Mik&et BARFOD 
Tel  295.41 78 .. Far  295 45 78 
I  Refugees. UN. USA  Sl3tislll:s  I 
I 
C~  for j.nformauon 
Antonio DE MENEZES 
lit  29$A4 00  F  .. 295.45.12 
~SS.  PubliC.CIHOI\1,. AudiOVis:oals. 
P ubli  P\'Pnt\. Ooo~Till~.nn 
£CHO I 
Hf(ld of Unn 
Hubtn  Onkll 
!CliO 1 
Heitd of Uo.1 
Donato Chiarini 
Tel 
DIRECTOR 
Sant~ago G6MEZ·REINO  I 
. : 295.42.49 • Fax · 295.45.78 ' 
'  _ _  __, 
ASSISTANT  fOR MANAGEME NT 
AND ADMINtSTRATlOI_, 
Chantal GRAYKOWSKI 
lei  m 2674. f ..  29545 78 
General Matters, Managemen1, 
AdmlnistrallOn and PefSOI'lnel 
The  European  Community  Humanrt..lrfan 
Office  (ECHO)  is  responsi ble  for 
humanitarian  action  In  aid  of  p~ople 
affected by  natural catastrophes. conflicts 
or similar  situations  in  any  pare  of the 
world outside the European Union 
Cou!'Kf!lor fot EVafvatJOn 
Jacqueline COEFFARD 
Counsellor for IMhtutionM 
Rm.\1 at)tYt and Opert~bonal  Coc:wd1naf.lan 
Robert COX 
rei  299 9J 12 • Fa>  29S 4S n  1o1  m.nss.  fa>  2~s •s 12 
I  nstdUIJol\81 Re\atloos, Opcrntlot\111 
CoonMatlon, lnlorma!ie& and 
AtchJves 
ECHO) 
Head 01 Unll. 
Edgar Thlelmann 
Evaluation 
ECHO~ 
I1E'id of  vn11. 
T el  l9S 33 00  r.,  295 28 IG  TPI  2:954379. fa..o  29S4'i71  T t-l  295 .!6 lS, Fav  1-95 .tS Sl  tel  29S 76 :re. F••  29S /4 83 
Doli.' 
Ex·'fll~av!a 
LI.CP tAfnca, C~tnbbtoa;', P.x.1f1e\ 
~ 
As~. 
CIS 
FAr  Ecl~l. 
Nea1 fasl. 
Midtlefast. 
Ul111lA/nef)(.;) 
M~t~hl!~.tn  &Kin 
~!)\Jb.  ~1«  Prfpattdneu, 
lfgal Alf.lir!o. R~Uef MobJl1satiM 
f1narw:e 
and Burigel Atfa!r\, ECHO's  response 
Decision 
8Y 
•NGO 
...  '"''"o(lf'l,ll 
0tgM~~Wt<W'I\ 
·Go..,l"'l"!'!ff":n  .  0.,..., 
.  ._  ........ ,  ....... ,..  - ........ -.; .... 
i n  10 
lmplementatio11 
A. copy of OOf'fttJoAAI  On  rr~vtn  of lht  copy,  contrf<t ~'to  p  S0·80"' ..  '"" -·  p  Of9'ncs.ttcn  11.dvantfd 
fot "lr""'O 
steps 
OIIG.<.-ISA  liON 
M\1EDrATtLY lf\fORM£0 
~ li(Jr'IUin'f 
fvalu.atJOn m.gt>1 
t.ik.• pl.xr  d....rtN~ 
lmpf"T"''f""'.tatlon  p 
OIC~IOII 
-AL 
IV II<{  COO.••~SIO'< 
~t.on  .,fOimrd 
.... 'Wn.OCM'd 
(e>ul>'l< --1) 
Rf'QOniO E(H() It lhfl fftd 
ot PfOQftM~  '~  "tt"f 
tt  ")  mon1huftf'll 
• Ofw'nr'l on ol 
oot"•tOI"' 
• A.c<OUI"h  ....,..  .. ,..  ""' ""'~ 
t ,ll:'fd \.11 mont"&-
~ 
TIRMS 
OfO'£  ... ~ 
CONIAACI DISCUSII:O 
'MIH NCi() W  O<U0£0 
p 
Fn~l  Pt)'ft'l~t 
2010!>0 .. 
~ 
1-J\ 
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Financial  decisions  for HUMANITARIAN aid 
(ar!>OilniS  1n mi loOIIS of ECUI 
Overview  of  financial decisions 
by  SOURCE  OF  FINANCE 
SOUQ"'  """""""'  fiNA.NCIE 
IUOGO 
lOMI  II  JrQ1101Wil lndatwe PI'OC'iiiMill (H(I') (I  I 
l~'tlll  NI.T Ml 
II'MII  N!llSSO> 
U()(jA  rtl'llt (IJI  d'Otti'ITI;J'b(ln M dor 1)-lf·¥1~ .Git. (}1 
""""' 
~-marwtaf\¥'1  & ~  ~4 
tt  SIO  ~~~~I'ICI<Oul\l''" 
17-'11  (1Nt'91"'CY JQoc:l .-d 
,,  ~t4  l-f\pl~>¥!.-cll0(6-l~ 
''  ~·s 
IU'IWrWI ...  ..., ..ciiD~ 
.,~,  ...  ~  •bOD  a  JICI (Gj,.ft 
11-.)t,  ~qona-ct,p prlllliii""'1"<.., 'XV1~ 
tr-f.oo~  ...... 
TOtM. 
----_....,._  ......... 
....,.... ~Cftlll  ttt\i-*'lOYl  ~aM,O;IQQQC(CU  ........ _,  __ .,_, 
""' 
,., 
OEOStoHS  OE.C1510N5 
(In ((jUt  lin CCU) 
ll,(!.l 
1.011.)  ..  1.<111 1,000 
I J~.(I():) 
1/,J 11.01»  I M UVJOO 
110SS.OOO  •ts.ll O.OOO 
""'  ...,  - DI:CISION$  Of  CIS  IONS  OfCI.SION.S 
.ln(CUJ  (In lCU)  (In ECU) 
&1\ec)O,OOI'I  6.  I)O()AO() 
l.M.OOO 
ll  ~7!l.,()(JO  Ill' 115.000  263.l68.60J 
11100000  . 
l'  •  .tflli7 )ql  -
70,6H.I'9._  tO'l';lU41 
tHn.ooo  olb.OOO.COO 
M\"""000  171 JIOcot  .  J0.-000  10000.000 
1,711.000  J9M.ilt& 
lM>.OOO  10000.0JC 
")) ;...)tl 
lA..Ml..Hl  144.a14.1H  7W.1i~ EU  funding  for 
UNITED 
WFP  FAO 
1990  2.955.000  0 
1991  16,853,000  0 
1992  35,831,586  0 
1993  71,318,781  868,000 
1994  43,220,716  0 
Ill  Specral  UN operabon; 
lJ"ATIONS  agenci es 
150 
120 
90 
WHO 
0 
0 
3,809.500 
9,250.000 
0 
AMOUNTS IN MILliONS OF ECU 
WFP 
(World Food 
Programme) 
UN  ORO 
500.000 
0 
110.000 
0 
UNHCR 
(United Nations 
High Commis5ioner 
for Refugee$) 
UNHCR 
5,044,000 
22,640,500 
78.232,580 
87,955,354 
0 1994 
1993 
1992 
0 1991 
. 1990 
UNICEF  UNDP 
1,687,000  300,000 
5,547,000  198,000 
4,127,000  470,500 
13,631,598  0 
0  140,996,038  11,338,135  0 
UNRWA  SP. UN op.{1) 
770,000  0 
0  1,286,000 
0  262,000 
6.000,000  700,000 
450.000  2,720.250 _j 
M 
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NGOs  and  humanitarian  organisations  who  have 
the  FRAMEWORK  PARTNERSHIP  CONTRACT 
(as  of  MARCH  7,  1995) 
B  y 
GERMANY 
DWT~M(S  ~OUS  o(Jthll 
OWTSCH£~  (A.,TASV<~A"'I 
01AKOMSCH£S WlRI( 01  thf' E-v"'9Ciiu· Cr.Jrches 1n <ierrNI'Iy 
DEtm<HE WHII<U~'GHERilllfE 
c 
(GEOMAN AGROACIIONI CCP  004110HANI~TtMII<fAU.·HII.f(  111/TERNATIONAL SIRI/ICESI 
HELP 
MA,f(S£0 MIJSOC(NST l VIM H 0 I 
~M£0!011 
OAz •DE11JSCH[ MlllGEUJIIS(HAfTJ()R 
r'I'WIZIMSCH£  lV~M~AENARBEfTl 
11111! FUR KINDER 1'1 IIOT E.V 
((H  LD~EN'S  RHI!r) 
AR8EIT<IHAMARITER·6UI.O OU/JSC>ILANO l V 
C~ltE D£UlSC1>4t.AN0 
AO'V. 
LAZA"I:US ffilfWillt( 
AUSTRAUA 
CARE AUSTRAUA 
AUSTRIA 
(ARff~  AUTP""=h 
WALT($£R HOW'TAL Olt~.AUST'R!A ._. H 0  AI 
DmRROCHISCHES HllfSV.U< 
BELGIUM 
CROcX ROUGE DE I£LG10UE 
lfCOURS fffiRIIATIOMl DE CARIT'-S (Af..OUCA BEL(jl(" 
,_.EOEC''IS W.~  FRONTI"•EY~  ZQM)I-GRDIZEN 
C.ut£ 1N11•t-:ATIOttAl 
HAIIOICAI' <NltRNATlO'oiAl.  81 
OXFAM BEl.GIOUl 
[OER VOOR AI.UN 
HO PrrALSANS fR0111ltRE  !B) 
MEDIC US IJUhOI lhfE.hATIONAl 
.t.'£01CUS MI.HJI CC:l.G'W 
M£....S.  B£lGIU'~ 
\OUQ.\Rf1IIAERAU •mR'<A!lONAI.E 
CAUSES COMM~N[S 
DENMARK 
DANS< RODE KORS 
CARJTAS ONN.AitK 
FOIJ([-o«<!M II  0t<J.€1M)A.'.CHUIIC~AI!) 
oma.wv 
DANISH R!IVGEE COUNCl 
MISSJON E'-ST 
0 
CCPOOOI 
CCP0007 
CCP 0019 
CCPQO.I6 
CCPOOSJ 
CCP006S 
CCPOtlSil 
ccP ooes 
((t  0098 
CCPOIOI 
CC"OS 
CCPI06 
CCP ll4 
CCP 009• 
((P00<9 
CCP0065 
CCP 0079 
CCP 0001 
CCPOOU 
CCPOOB 
CCP0014 
CCP 0010 
CCP 0041 
CCP0056 
CCP 0068 
cc•ooao 
cc•CCI80 
CCPOCBO 
CCP0099 
CCP 107 
CCPOOOI 
CCPOOOB 
CCPOOlO 
((II  OQO.! 
CCP0041 
CCP0060 
u 
SPAIN 
CRUZ  ROo~  BPA.'OA 
CAR~AS  £SMNOI.A 
MEDIC~  SIN /RONTtRAS 
SOLIDAR IOid> INliii.NACIONAl 
N 
IFUI<DACI N  ESPANOlA PARA LA COOPEitACIIII 
"IOICOS C£1 MU~DO 
MOWIIEiffll P0R LA m.  R ~'I  Y  './< LI8EJITAD 
ASOCIACI N 'IAYA'RA ''M\'0  IIJTIJIIO' 
A CS U R '-SOCIACI N PARA LA CooPIRACI N 
CON El SUR lAS SEGOVIA$ 
INJERMON 
NO\JS CA."IM 
M!OICUS Mu-.00 EIJ'AHA 
<UO<OACIOh l'«iEUVMR 
'AitMAC£1/f'o(~ W; ~u.s 
UNITED STATES 
INlERNAnDNAl O"TtlOCOX CHRISTIAN ( HARJTIE5 
CAfHOUC REl.'Ef S!RIJICIS 
imffiNA.TlOI'~A~ MlO<Al COAPS 
IMli1W C~'C(IIt; OEVElOPWE.r. ()II(',A\tlATIQI, 
FRANCE 
CROIX R OUGE IRANCAISE 
SECOU;tS CATHOUQUI 
MWECIIlS SA~S  FRO~T~R!S 
ACTICih llmll';A!lONALE Cll'nRE LA 'AJM 
•ANOICA• fflt"""!lONAl (fl 
ACTtQI, '<ORO SUO 
IIEOECINS OU MOMlE 
EQUIOBRE 
PRIME&£ URG(NC( 
""A<tMACIENS SANS FRONTIERES 
•~V.."'fC:f. • ...:S£RTO lf()M)ATIOH OANllLU tlrTrE.RRANO> 
~  "()SPPIAtllRS f'!AACA'SES 0\ 
l 0RM  DE IMi.fE 10 H FO••I 
HO"'TAl SA'<S fRONTlERE IF) 
5ECOUitS POPULA RE FRANCAIS 
MEDICUS MUNDI/RANCE 
'lfERAJOE 
~ITIAM  O£VU.¢""'.~UIT 
ESSOII 
[IJIIOI'iOCT 
tHUvtf-.; R 
SOIIDAAITES 
!~FANTS  OU  t-AO~OEIOROITS  OE l'IIOMME 
T 
signed 
R 
CCP 0001 
CCPDOOS 
CCP 0013 
CCP ()().10 
((P  ()().1.1 
((POOSO 
((I'OOS4 
CCP OOS7 
CCP 0061 
CCP0077 
CV0080 
CCPOIOJ 
(CP 0055 
CCP0074 
CCP0082 
CCP0090 
CCPOOOI 
CCP0006 
CCPOOI3 
CCPOOl& 
CCP0029 
CCP 00)1 
CCP0032 
CCP DOll 
CCP 0014 
C(POOJ'l 
C(POOS8 
CCP006S 
CCP 0068 
CCP0071 
CCPOD80 
CCP0087 
CCP0081 
CCP0087 
CCP0087 
LC..I" UCJ'IJ~ 
CCP0096 
CCPOtOO 
y COM/Tt O'AIDI MlOI(All £1 01 
MRRAIWI(jf SANS  I~ONIII Rf\ 
AlO( "'101(1\lE I~IFRNI\1101<1\11 
SOUOARITE PROmTMIH IRAN(( AR,I'I<~ 
ASSOCIAIION POO~  l ACOON IIUMANITI\<Rl 
ltliNUSllAIIS JRONITif'i 
GREECE 
CROIX ROIJGl  ~liUlNIQ(.I 
611Ft:: co~v.•ml!  FOR INU.RN.AriOHAt 
!){I<!()(  RAil( SOUOAOI"Y 
~·!!)(('I'; 00 U()',()f 
It E  ~  S A '  Ol•IJTAA 
MTITUil 01 SOCIAl "'UJINAIICt<Al All  AIRS 
IIDW« r;,w ll  OF SOUDAIIII't AN!>CCXJI't.RAIIOO; 
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RECIPIENT  NATURE OF DISASTER  AMOUNT (ECU) 
E.X-YUGOSLAVIA  d'vJI c9nfUa. tefugees 1nd dl.splltf"d  TOtAL  l69 )16000 
ACP TOTAL (Airl<o. CorAl.,.._ Pocil"'ue)  TOTAL  )24 106 962 
AFRICA  Bu.h.ll"'dl ratugtfi  13 500000 
AFRICA  Bwundl ,.nd Rw.tndan refugees  168 500 000 
ANGOLA  civll conflict  24 000000 
BURUNDI  refugeti, d•~.lCed  und ref)O)tuilltt'l  21 000000 
DnBoun  flood<  lSSOOO 
E.RITR£A  r•P~tt•AtJC"  of refugen  I 000000 
(TMI()PIA  InterN! troubl«'\  60000 
GHAHA  d>iPio<td poj)\lloloOfti  I 000000 
GUINEA  choler.t ~pdf>,.c  100000 
GUINEA  BISSAU  <ho~  • ...- 100000 
HAJll  motd~  aJ'Id nutt•t-ontl•td. ()'{toft  18010000 
I([NYA  c~•J tonfhcl. Gtt.pf~ed f)09Ut.Ut0n\. Somali refugees  I 104 163 
UBERIA  t~Vtl (O(If1.ct. <hoi~~  f'l)idtm.c:  HHSSO 
MADAGASCM  floocb  • 170 000 
MALAWI  drought  300 000 
MAURITANIA  Tou.ar<-g refugtt:1  400 000 
MAYOTTE  earthqua~•  500 000 
M02AMBIOU£  diipl1ced populotlonJ, cvtlon  I 180 000 
NIGER  Touareg refugaei  10000 
NIGtAIA  c;flsplac:ed popuiMion~  J40 lSO 
PAPOUASIE Hello Gulnt-e  dl.spl&lt:d popu13tlon~  lll440 
RWANDA  civil conflict. drought, refuglfl  ~tnd dtJplac.cd  IS 500000 
SIERRA LEONE  civil cot'lfll<t. dts,pl.tced populations  2173 200 
SOMAliA  dvil tof'lfll<t  8 3JB 359 
St LUCIA  hunk~ne  Debby  llSOOO 
SOUDAN  CMI conflt«, d1s,pl~~ popue.ttOM. dr0U9ht  26 507 000 
TANZAHJA  Burund~ refufH$  I 810 000 
fCHAO  drought, ch.,o~  f9•de-m.C  441000 
lOGO  Ghan.J reft.IC}H'\  200000 
OUGANDA  _,..,.,.,_  sooooo 
ZAIRE  lnttM.a! ttoub'"- dt\PI.cf'd populit_,.,..  7320000 
C:.I.S. (1)  TOTAL  91 010000 
ARMENIA  ref~J9en•Mf  d~pe.cect. vulr.trabte populetiOn  II  589000 
A2ER8AIDJAN  rtf~  •I'd  dts,pl.ced. food •>d  11000000 
BElARUS  me-dJc.al aJd  2 660000 
CAUCASUS  dt$pllccd popullttonl, vulnet•blf' people  I 500000 
CHERNOBYl VIC11MS  me<t!ul aid  7 100000 
GEORGIA  refug~  ond dlli)IACO<I. food aid  11306000 
,-.;.. 
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